BALLISTIC NYLON LIMB CAPS
CAMX Ballistic Nylon limb tips protect the critical exposed end of our Armor Tuff limbs from the bumps. Limb tip protection is an exclusive feature only found on CAMX crossbows.

FREEFLOAT™ CABLE SYSTEM (PAT. PEND)
This system is a precise blending of reduced cable angle and reduced cable pressure minimizing torque and friction, while contributing to increased speed.

LO-RIDER™ RISER
A precision CNC machined vented riser reduces mass weight and improves balance while increasing your field of view.

INBOARD SWINGARM TECHNOLOGY™ (PAT. PEND)
We’ve created a unique Patent pending swingarm which houses the A4 cams. The swingarm is suspended between two split limbs and freely pivots to reduce noise, vibration, and harshness.

THUMBSAVER™ II (PAT. PEND)
The New Thumbsaver II adds additional protection to your thumb and fingers from the crossbow cable path.

PAR™ PIVOTING ARROW RETENTION (PATENTED)
This patented, revolutionary advancement replaces fragile bent metal or plastic springs. PAR™ holds the arrow securely and also provides dry fire protection for added safety.

MONOBLOC™ SCOPE BASE
The Weaver® style based Monobloc™ is precision machined from solid aircraft aluminum to create rock solid scope mounting.

COMFORT™ STOCK
Comfort™ features adjustable length of pull, dual carry handle, and an accessory insert and is configured to perfectly fit for long hours on stand.

CROSSBOW SLING MOUNT
The sling mount allows you to stow or safely sling your crossbow on your back.

BALISTIC NYLON LIMB CAPS
CAMX Ballistic nylon limb tips protect the critical exposed end of our Armor Tuff limbs from the bumps. Limb tip protection is an exclusive feature only found on CAMX crossbows.

FREEFLIGHT™ BARREL
The Free Flight™ barrel features a unique center relieved cannel which reduces weight and improves balance while increasing your field of view.

ARC™ 370 4X32 ILLUMINATED CROSSBOW SCOPE
Compact and lightweight, the ARC™ features include fully coated optics, cross-dot reticle, 30° AOA bubble, 30 yard parallax free, independent eye piece focus and a fog proof, waterproof, and shockproof.

THUMBSAVER™ (PATENTED)
Thumbsaver™ is the world’s first patented auto return hand guard system. The Thumbsaver™ locks down for precision cocking then automatically returns for full string travel protection.

INDOOR SWINGARM TECHNOLOGY™ (PAT. PEND)
We’ve created a unique Patent pending swingarm which houses the A4 cams. The swingarm is suspended between two split limbs and freely pivots to reduce noise, vibration, and harshness.

CAMX CUSTOM STRINGS & CABLES
CAMX Crossbows are equipped with premium quality strings and cables with fibers that are meticulously pre-stretched and handmade in America. Powered By Winner’s Choice™.

GRIPPER™ COCKING STIRRUP
Feather weight alloy construction improves balance and is covered with a Thermal Plastic Elastomer (TPE) shield which reduces shock, noise, and vibration.

FREE FLIGHT™ BARREL
The Free Flight™ barrel features a unique center relieved cannel which reduces weight and improves balance while increasing your field of view.

WISHBONE™ SIDE MOUNT CROSSBOW QUIVER (PATENTED)
The Wishbone™ mounts “rock-solid” and easily detaches. Dual rubber arrow spreaders prevent lost arrows while the foamless hood keeps broadheads razor sharp and you safe.

EXPERIENCE THE SOUND OF SILENCE.

THE CAMX A4 CROSSBOW BRINGS A QUIET AND INCREDIBLY ACCURATE SHOOTING EXPERIENCE TO THE SERIOUS CROSSBOW HUNTER.
THE ARC™ FEATURES TWO KEY TECHNOLOGIES: SER™ (SHORT EYE RELIEF) AND ARC™ (ARROW RANGE COMPENSATION). SER™ 1 1⁄2" EYE RELIEF PERMITS COMFORTABLE SCOPE POSITIONING. COMPACT AND LIGHTWEIGHT OTHER ARC™ FEATURES INCLUDE FULLY COATED OPTICS, CROSS/DOT RETICLE, 1/4" CLICK TURRETS AT 20 YARDS, 30 YARD PARALLAX FREE, INDEPENDENT EYE PIECE FOCUS AND IS FOG PROOF, WATERPROOF, SHOCKPROOF, AND CARRIES A LIFETIME WARRANTY.

ARC™ 4x32 CROSSBOW SCOPE

- Designed exclusively for the CAMX A4 Crossbow
- Precalibrated from 10 to 100 yards
- Numbered fuse fire reticle
- Illuminated crossdot aim dots from 10 to 50 yards
- Mounted with 1” Weaver® style rings
- Six illumination settings with off stops

ARC™ 370 ARROW TRAJECTORY

(For graphic reference only - not in actual view)

HUNTING PACKAGES

CAMX PROVIDES AN OUT-OF-THE-BOX HUNTING SETUP THAT PREPARES YOU FOR SUCCESS FROM THE FIRST SHOT. EACH CAMX SYSTEM IS FACTORY-SIGHTED FOR HYPER ACCURATE SHOOTING WHETHER IT’S YOUR FIRST ARROW OR YOUR LATEST TROPHY HARVEST.

BASE PACKAGE
- A4 Crossbow
- ARC™ 4x32 Crossbow Scope
- Weaver® style steel scope rings
- Wishbone™ 4 Arrow Quiver
- CAMX Idler Rope Cocker or Cocking Sled
- 4 Accuspine™ Matched Crossbow Arrows
- 4 Xbow 100 Crossbow broadheads
- Wax & Lube Kit

HUNTING PACKAGE
- A4 Crossbow
- ARC™ 4x32 Crossbow Scope
- Weaver® style steel scope rings
- Wishbone™ 4 Arrow Quiver
- Lo Ready™ Sling
- CAMX Idler Rope Cocker or Cocking Sled
- 4 Accuspine™ Matched Crossbow Arrows
- 4 Xbow 100 Crossbow broadheads
- Wax & Lube Kit

EXpedition package
- A4 Crossbow
- ARC™ 4x32 Crossbow Scope
- Weaver® style steel scope rings
- Wishbone™ 4 Arrow Quiver
- Lo Ready™ Sling
- CAMX Idler Rope Cocker or Cocking Sled
- 8 Accuspine™ Matched Crossbow Arrows
- 4 Xbow 100 Crossbow broadheads
- Wax & Lube Kit
- Premium Soft Case

CAMX PROVIDES AN OUT-OF-THE-BOX HUNTING SETUP THAT PREPARES YOU FOR SUCCESS FROM THE FIRST SHOT. EACH CAMX SYSTEM IS FACTORY-SIGHTED FOR HYPER ACCURATE SHOOTING WHETHER IT’S YOUR FIRST ARROW OR YOUR LATEST TROPHY HARVEST.
CAMX PERFORMANCE ACCESSORIES

WAX & BARREL LUBE KIT
Combo Kit
String Wax
Barrel Lube

SLED ROPE COCKER (A4)

AMERICAN MADE
THE ENGINEERS BEHIND OUR PRODUCTS FORM A TEAM WITH THE MOST EXPERTISE AND EXPERIENCE IN THE INDUSTRY. OUR VISION IS TO BUILD PRODUCTS AND DO BUSINESS THE AMERICAN WAY. BUILD THEM RIGHT. BUILD THEM BETTER. BUILD THEM TO LAST.

EVERY CAMX IS SIGHTED IN AT THE FACTORY AND CERTIFIED TO OPERATE AT PEAK PERFORMANCE. CAMX – PROUD TO BE BUILT LIKE NO OTHER.

ACCUSPINE™ ARROWS
20" 410 gr (4 Pack) (flat nocks)
18" 390 gr (4 Pack) (half moon nocks)

IDLER ROPE COCKER™ (X330)
(PATENT PENDING)
(Fits many crossbows on the market)

SOFT CASE
• Universal Fit
• Heavy duty water resistant shell
• Large zippers for easy handling
• Two large side and two slash pockets
• Arrow pocket for quiver with arrows
• Front opening with adjustable buckle system
• Adjustable shoulder strap that can go over left or right shoulder

WISHBONE™ SIDEMOUNT QUIVER (PATENTED)
Realtree™
Black

LOW READY SLING™
(PATENTED)
Camo
Black

RAPTORTRICK BROADHEADS (PATENTED)
100 gr 4 Pack
125 gr 4 Pack
150 gr 4 Pack

XBOW BROADHEADS (PATENTED)
100 gr 4 Pack
125 gr 4 Pack
150 gr 4 Pack

IDLER ROPE COCKER™ (X330)
(PATENT PENDING)
(Fits many crossbows on the market)

WAX & BARREL LUBE KIT
Combo Kit
String Wax
Barrel Lube

SLED ROPE COCKER (A4)

AMERICAN MADE
THE ENGINEERS BEHIND OUR PRODUCTS FORM A TEAM WITH THE MOST EXPERTISE AND EXPERIENCE IN THE INDUSTRY. OUR VISION IS TO BUILD PRODUCTS AND DO BUSINESS THE AMERICAN WAY. BUILD THEM RIGHT. BUILD THEM BETTER. BUILD THEM TO LAST.

EVERY CAMX IS SIGHTED IN AT THE FACTORY AND CERTIFIED TO OPERATE AT PEAK PERFORMANCE. CAMX – PROUD TO BE BUILT LIKE NO OTHER.

ACCUSPINE™ ARROWS
20" 410 gr (4 Pack) (flat nocks)
18" 390 gr (4 Pack) (half moon nocks)

IDLER ROPE COCKER™ (X330)
(PATENT PENDING)
(Fits many crossbows on the market)

SOFT CASE
• Universal Fit
• Heavy duty water resistant shell
• Large zippers for easy handling
• Two large side and two slash pockets
• Arrow pocket for quiver with arrows
• Front opening with adjustable buckle system
• Adjustable shoulder strap that can go over left or right shoulder

WISHBONE™ SIDEMOUNT QUIVER (PATENTED)
Realtree™
Black

LOW READY SLING™
(PATENTED)
Camo
Black

RAPTORTRICK BROADHEADS (PATENTED)
100 gr 4 Pack
125 gr 4 Pack
150 gr 4 Pack

XBOW BROADHEADS (PATENTED)
100 gr 4 Pack
125 gr 4 Pack
150 gr 4 Pack

IDLER ROPE COCKER™ (X330)
(PATENT PENDING)
(Fits many crossbows on the market)
GUARANTEE
ACCURACY – Your new CAMX crossbow is guaranteed to group 1” or less at 20 yards with the arrows provided in the CAMX “Peak Performance” system. All crossbows are assembled and test shot for guaranteed accuracy before shipping to you. PERFORMANCE – Your new CAMX crossbow will shoot the advertised speed. All crossbows are chronograph verified to meet or exceed published speed ratings with supplied ACCUSPINE arrows before shipping to you.

FOREVER FOR ALL WARRANTY
CAMX is proud to stand behind the products we sell. We offer warranty coverage to the original owner within the “product life” of the product. The only components not covered are the ones that with normal use are considered to be wearable and replaceable. For additional detailed information concerning the CAMX Crossbow warranty, please visit www.camxcrossbows.com

LIABILITY DISCLAIMER
THE OUTDOOR GROUP, LLC IS NOT LIABLE FOR ANY PERSONAL INJURY, DEATH, OR PROPERTY DAMAGE THAT MAY RESULT FROM YOUR USE OF THIS PRODUCT. THE USER OF THIS PRODUCT ASSUMES ALL RISKS OF PROPERTY DAMAGE OR INJURY TO YOURSELF AND OTHERS THAT MAY ARISE FROM ITS USE. USE OF THIS PRODUCT BINDS THE USER TO THIS AGREEMENT.